yESAO Special Issue from the 44th ES AO & 7th IFAO Congress

The International Journal of Artificial Organs (IJAO) is pleased to announce a special Focus issue on the Young European Society for Artificial Organs (yESAO) from the 44th ES AO & 7th IFAO Congress, with emphasis on innovation and advancement made by young researchers in the field of organs support, replacement and regeneration based on artificial organs, tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.

The yESAO coordinators Alessandra Molteni and Marc Mueller are the guest editors of this Focus issue, and are very pleased to invite the yESAO members (< 35 years old) to submit their 44th ES AO & 7th IFAO Congress accepted abstract as a full manuscript by November 30th 2017.

Please submit your research for consideration for this IJAO Focus issue to Alessandra Molteni and Marc Mueller at www.editorialmanager.com/ijao selecting the Section Category "yESAO Focus Issue". They will ensure a fast-track peer-review process by independent reviewers and, if accepted, priority publication.

Published manuscripts of this Focus issue may also be considered for the ESAO-WICHTIG-Research Award 2018.

Please visit our Instructions to Authors page for manuscript preparation and the submission guidelines.

Closing date for submissions: November 30th 2017.

For scientific enquiries, please contact Alessandra Molteni and Marc Mueller directly on info@yesao.org
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